WEEK OF 9/11/22

Rumble Strip: The Sweet Sound of Safety

Hebrews 2:1-4

Hebrews 2:1-4

Therefore, we must pay much closer attention to what we have heard, lest we drift away from

1

it. 2 For since the message declared by angels proved to be reliable, and every transgression or
disobedience received a just retribution, 3 how shall we escape if we neglect such a great
salvation? It was declared at first by the Lord, and it was attested to us by those who heard, 4 while
God also bore witness by signs and wonders and various miracles and by gifts of the Holy
Spirit distributed according to his will.

Big Idea: Focus on Christ: Please pay close attention to Christ.
Summary:

Preceding this week’s sermon one of the leaders in our church, Brenda Tennill, testified
to how memorizing scripture became a constant discipline in her Christian faith.
Indeed, she has memorized even entire epistles (letters written by followers of Jesus)
from the Bible. Poignantly, she shared how memorizing scripture grounded her in
peace during the tribulation of driving behind her husband while he was in the
ambulance. Scriptures about peace and the nearness of God she had memorized
proved a comfort that helped ground and sustain her. Pastor Randy commented on
how all of us can make the decision now to root ourselves in scripture (through
memorization) so that when our time comes to be riding in the ambulance, we too are
prepared to hear God’s comforting voice through scripture.
What made Brenda’s testimony so fitting is that the heart of today’s message from
Pastor Randy is to save ourselves from spiritual drift by staying focused on Christ, as
the scripture we focused on admonishes us to do: Hebrews 2:1 “pay closer attention to
what we have heard, lest we drift away from it.” The message today is really rather

simple: Remain focused on Christ in order to save yourself from drifting. Randy’s
central metaphor is of a “rumble strip” on the side of the highway that is placed there
to warn errant drivers that they are drifting too far off the road. In a sense, the scripture
from today is the jarring sound and rattle of a highway rumble strip meant to remind
hearers to stay on the road of faith by constantly remembering the message of Christ.
During Randy’s sermon he asked us to consider if we know of people who once served
God who since have drifted away, no longer concerned with the things of Christ. Randy
noted that even pastors who once passionately served Christ have drifted, even what
some call “deconverted”; Pastor quoted the work of the famous Christian writer CS
Lewis who opined, “If you examined a hundred people who had lost their faith in
Christianity, I wonder how many of them would turn out to have been reasoned out of
it by honest argument? Do not most people simply drift away?”
Thus, Randy is warning us today not so much about the daunting trials of life (that are
sure to come to everyone, believer or not) or the tricky argumentation of secularists on
the internet (though these can be formidable), but rather through drifting off from faith
through a thousand small choices and neglects.
Wake up! Hear the rumble strips! The antidote to drifting is FOCUSING ON CHRIST!
Questions:

(1) The word “drift” comes up a lot in today’s sermon. Pastor Randy uses the
analogy of “drifting” off the road when driving. So, let’s unpack his analogy:
What causes a person to drift when they are driving?
(2) Similarly, on the highway of faith (if you will) what types of choices or
situations can cause us to drift off the road of faith?
(3) Can you share a time when you drifted from the faith? What happened?
What was it like? What caused you to get back on track? (Or, if appropriate,

what have you noticed seemed to cause people you have known to drift
from the faith?)
(4) Brenda Tennill shared about how the discipline of memorizing scripture
helped her stay on the road of faith over her three decades following Christ.
What disciplines of the faith have most helped you stay focused on Christ?
(5) Read 2 Timothy 4:7 – 8. Drifting is easy. Anyone can do it. To stay on
course is, in some ways harder. So, why is it worth it to stay on course?
Read this verse written by the Apostle Paul, one of Jesus’ earliest followers.
As he neared the end of his life, how did Paul feel about the way he lived his
life? When it is all said and done, what do you want to look back on with your
own race of faith? What response do you feel the Holy Spirit prompting in
you as a result of today’s sermon?

